
Younger

Saviour

Show me the journey
Frame by frame
Let me burn in your sunlight

    
Love passed
Days went way too fast
I barely fucking captured it
My memory is counterfeit
Freeze my soul

    
I just assumed the good times would last forever
I just assumed our young love would never grow old

    
Show me how to live
(Page by page)

Before we get too old
(We’re torn apart)
Show me how to breathe alone
(But never broken)

    
Show me everything we couldn’t keep from the start
When we were younger
When we were younger
And the memories we lost in the dark
Do you wonder?
Do you wonder?

    
Do you wonder where the love in us goes?

To another life?
Maybe to the afterlife?
Take me with you
Where the city light glows
Take me with you
Take me with you

    
Freeze my soul and let me bask in its glory
Before we lose another fucking page of our story
Page by page we’re torn apart
I’ll stay strong if you stay strong

    
So 3, 2, 1
Let bygones be bygones

    
Rest where the fight in me whispers
The memory blisters
Rest where the fight in me whispers
Let bygones be bygones

    



A quiet place where the fight in me whispers
Memory blisters

    
The subtleties upon your ageing skin
Never seemed to shade the youth within
If you overflow in afterglow
Take me with you

    
The subtleties upon your ageing skin
Never seemed to shade the youth within
If you overflow in afterglow
Take me with you

    
Show me everything we couldn’t keep from the start
When we were younger
When we were younger
And the memories we lost in the dark
Do you wonder?
Do you wonder?

    
Do you wonder where the love in us goes?
To another life?
Maybe to the afterlife?
Take me with you
Where the city light glows
Take me with you
Take me with you

    
And I will hold your hand until these bones corrode to dust
And we can start again 
In the next life
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